The EasyCLA documentation is now available in GitHub at https://lf-docs-linux-foundation.gitbook.io/easycla/getting-started. The EasyCLA documentation in the Linux Foundation Product Documentation remains as a convenience for you, but we will not update it beyond August 29, 2019. For the latest EasyCLA documentation, go to GitHub.

The Linux Foundation Contributor License Agreement Tool is renamed to EasyCLA.

Here are the updated features for the Linux Foundation Contributor License Agreement Tool. The CLA Management Console is updated to let you more easily: Select a template style to use for your CCLA and ICLA. The template style for Apache CLAs is available. Add CCLAs and ICLAs to CLA groups. Update CLAs with revised versions—you simply add the updated CLA using the same procedure as for adding the initial CLA. View the current and previous CLA versions.

* cla

Here are the new, updated, or fixed features for the Linux Foundation Contributor License Agreement Tool: The CLA Corporate Console now enables you to whitelist entities to contribute under a GitHub username. Fixed a bug where employee contributors were not able to see their companies due to the company not having a CCLA. Contributors are now able to view all companies registered by company administrators in the CLA System. If the company has not signed a CCLA for the project,

* cla

Here are the new or updated features for the Linux Foundation Contributor License Agreement Tool: New CLA templates: OpenColorIO, OpenVDB, Tungsten Fabric CLA managers who send a Corporate CLA to a company signatory in the Corporate Console are now returned to the company page after sending the document. Improved the usability of the Corporate Console by adding prominent buttons to create a company and initiate a CLA signature. Fixed an issue causing pre-filled DocuSign fields to expire.

* cla

With the public release today, we also wanted to update everyone on the open source plans for the software itself. We are currently cleaning up the code, enhancing documentation and getting ready to open source the codebase so that it will be easier for developers to learn the code and contribute. We are a nonprofit and don't have an army of developers so it will take a bit more time. We're also working on soliciting feedback from developers about our plans for the license,

* cla

Here are the new features for the Linux Foundation Contributor License Agreement Tool: Flexible CLA Enforcement for Repositories CLA groups give you the flexibility to enforce different CLA requirements for various GitHub repositories and Gerrit instances.